This paper implements and compares three different strategies to use English as pivot language for Chinese-Japanese patent translation: corpus enrichment, sentence pivot translation and phrase pivot translation. Our results show that both corpus enrichment and phrase pivot translation strategy outperform the baseline system, while the sentence pivot translation strategy failed to improve the system. We apply the strategies on large data set and figure out approaches to improve efficiency. Finally, we perform Minimum Bayes Risk system combination on the different results of direct translation system and pivot translation systems, which significantly outperforms the direct translation system by 4.25 BLEU scores.
Introduction
Statistical machine translation (SMT) has made rapid progress in recent years with the support of large quantities of parallel corpora. It's quite common that we use millions of bilingual parallel sentences to train a statistical machine translation system. Unfortunately, large parallel corpora are not always available for some language pairs, or for some specific domains. For example, there are few available bilingual corpora for Chinese-toJapanese patent translation. Many research labs and companies face data bottleneck when they do research on scare-resourced language pairs or domains.
Much work has been done to overcome the data bottleneck problem. For example, Lu et al. (2009) exploited the existence of bilingual patent corpora and constructed a Chinese-English patent parallel corpus. Resnik and Smith (2003) took the web as a parallel corpus and mined parallel data from it. Munteanu and Marcu (2005) trained a maximum entropy classifier to extract parallel corpus from large non-parallel newspaper corpora. Our work differs in that we make use of the currently available bilingual corpora, without exploiting extra bilingual data to improve machine translation quality. In other words, we employ pivot translation strategies to improve the performance of SMT systems.
 How to apply pivot translation strategies to help scare-resourced language translation?
 How to take advantages of different pivot translation strategies to further improve machine translation quality?
In this paper, we introduce and implement three pivot translation strategies for SMT. The first is corpus enrichment strategy. It translates the pivot side of source-pivot corpus and pivot-target corpus into target and source language respectively to construct source-target language pairs. With these sentence pairs, it builds up a new SMT system so as to outperform the basic system. As the corpora we employ are quite large, we select sentence pairs according to their sentence value and do experiments on different size of parallel corpus. The second is sentence pivot translation strategy.
It builds two SMT systems on source-pivot and pivot-target corpus respectively. When translating a source sentence into target language, it first translates it into pivot language with the sourcepivot system. Then the generated sentence is translated into target language with the pivot-target system. Here, we can keep N-best for each source sentence and see the influence of different N. The third is phrase pivot translation strategy. It trains two phrase tables on source-pivot corpus and pivot-target corpus respectively. Then, it uses the rules with the same pivot side to induce a new rule. To limit rule table size, we only keep top M best rules, so as to reduce computational cost.
Our main contributions are as follows. Firstly, we are the first to apply pivot translation strategies on Chinese-Japanese patent SMT translation. Though similar strategies have been implemented, most of them are applied on language pairs which are from the same nature. As far as we know, no one has applied pivot translation strategies on Chinese-Japanese patent translation. Secondly, we make use of three patent corpora which are independent of each other, due to the fact that multilingual corpora are usually not easy to exploit, while others usually use corpora in which the sentences are aligned to each other across all languages, such as Europarl (Koehn, 2005) . Besides, as we use large Chinese-English and English-Japanese corpora to help Chinese-Japanese SMT translation, we figure out approaches to make these pivot translation strategies practicable on such big data set. Finally, we implement three pivot translation strategies and apply minimum bayes risk (MBR) system combination on the translation results to further improve translation quality, which achieves an absolute improvement of 4.25 BLEU4 (Papineni et al., 2002) points over baseline system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe related work making use of pivot languages (Section 2), and introduce direct SMT system and three kinds of pivot translation strategies, as well as minimum bayes risk system combination (Section3). Then, we present our experimental data and pivot translation strategy results (Section 4). Discussion on our work is in Section 5. The last section draws our conclusion and future work.
Related work
Pivot languages have been used for different purposes. Gollins and Sanderson (2001) used multiple pivot languages to improve cross language information retrieval. Ramirez et al. (2008) makes use of existing English resources as a pivot language to create a trilingual JapaneseSpanish-English thesaurus. Wang et al. (2006) improved word alignment for scarce-resourced languages pairs using bilingual corpora of pivot languages. Zhao et al. (2008) extracted paraphrase patterns from bilingual parallel corpora with a pivot approach.
Concerning the contribution of pivot languages to SMT, researchers have done a lot of work on it. Al-Hunaity et al. (2010) used English as pivot language to enhance Danish-Arabic SMT. Babych et al. (2007) compared the direct translation method with pivot translation strategy and confirmed that better translation quality could be achieved with pivot translation strategy. Bertoldi et al. (2008) provided theoretical formulation of SMT with pivot languages and introduced new methods for training alignment models through pivot languages. Costa-jussa et al. (2011) implemented two pivot translation strategies (the cascade system and the pseudo corpus) and performed a combination of these strategies to outperform the direct translation system. Habash and Hu (2009) compared two pivot translation strategies and gave an error analysis on their best system to show improvement. Utiyama and Isahara (2007) implemented two pivot strategies (phrase translation and sentence translation) and did experiments on the Europarl corpus to evaluate system performance. Wu and Wang (2009) revisited three pivot translation strategies and employed a hybrid method to combine RBMT and SMT systems, which significantly improved translation quality. exploited eight factors that affect the quality of pivot language and investigated the impact of these factors on pivot translation performance.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply pivot translation strategies on ChineseJapanese patent translation. We implement three pivot translation strategies and perform a sentence level system combination on different translation results to further improve translation quality.
3 Direct phrase-based SMT and pivot translation strategies
Direct phrase-based SMT
Moses 1 is a freely available statistical machine translation system, which is also the most popular open-source platform for researchers working on SMT. Currently, Moses offers two types of translation models: phrase-based translation model (Koehn et al., 2003) and tree-based translation model. We use phrase-based Moses to build up our direct phrase-based SMT system.
In phrase-based SMT model, there are mainly three kinds of translation resources: translation rule Language model is learnt from target monolingual corpus. We employ the phrase-based Moses which uses different feature functions, such as direct phrase translation probability, inverse phrase translation probability, direct lexical weighting, inverse lexical weighting, phrase penalty, language model, distance penalty, word penalty, distortion weights et al. Feature weights are tuned on development set by Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) (Och, 2003) , using BLEU as the objective function.
When translating a source sentence f into target sentence e, the source sentence f is firstly segmented into phrases. Each phrase can be translated into different target language phrases. Phrases can be reordered. The system chooses the output ê which satisfies 
Corpus enrichment strategy
A straightforward strategy to improve translation quality is to enrich the training corpus of the direct 1 http://www.statmt.org/moses/ translation system. However, it is not always convenient for us to collect such bilingual parallel data. Instead, we can generate source-target corpus by either translating the pivot side of source-pivot corpus into target language, or translating the pivot side of pivot-target corpus into source language, given the translation systems built on already available source-pivot corpus and pivot-target corpus respectively. For corpus translation, we can also make use of publicly available statistical machine translation systems such as Google translator et al.
In this paper, we employ Google translator API to translate the pivot side of source-pivot corpus and pivot-target corpus. One problem is that the translation process may take a long time due to our corpus size and disturbance from Google translator. Meanwhile, too many sentence pairs constructed by machine translation are not always promising because of the not-that-good translation quality of SMT systems. We should take in a reasonable size of qualified corpus to keep a balance of efficiency and effect.
We can select an amount of sentences according to sentence value which distinguishes different sentences. After that, we translate the selected sentences and add the translated parallel corpus into original training data in direct translation system. Then, we train a new system with the enriched corpus.
The sentence value is measured by sentence similarity shown in Equation (2). We can take in sentence pairs part by part to see the influence of corpus size on machine translation quality. We believe corpus enrichment strategy can improve SMT system performance as it makes use of more translation resources.
Sentence pivot translation strategy
In sentence pivot translation strategy, there must be available source-pivot and pivot-target translation systems. A source sentence s is firstly translated into n pivot sentences for source sentence by employing the method described in (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007) . The process is shown in Figure 1 . The best translation is that with the highest score
Phrase pivot translation strategy
In phrase pivot translation strategy, a new phrase table st T is generated from two existing phrase tables: one is source-to-pivot phrase table sp T , the other is pivot-to-target phrase table pt T . If the pivot side of two translation rules in these two tables are the same, these two rules can generate a new rule, in which the source side is the source side of the source-pivot rule and the target side is the target side of the pivot-target rule.
According to (Utiyama 2007) , we estimate phrase and lexical translation probabilities for each rule as follows. 
System combination
We use sentence level system combination to further improve the translation quality. Sentence level combination selects the best translation out from an N-best list and does not generate new translations.
With the 1-best translation results generated by direct translation system and different pivot systems, we can construct an N-best list for the source corpus. We employ MBR as a post-process to calculate the final translation. 
Experiments

Datasets
We performed experiments on Chinese-Japanese (CJ), Chinese-English (CE), and English-Japanese (EJ) corpora. Corpus details are described in table 2. The training and tuning set of CJ corpus were collected from patent title and abstracts, so the sentences are quite short, while the 1000 sentence pairs of test data were extracted from patent contents, which are nearly twice as long as the ones in training and tuning set. For the CE corpus, training set consists of an in house corpus, and 1 million sentence pairs from NTCIR2011. We extracted the tuning set and test set from the training set. The EJ corpus is from NTCIR2011.
Beside these standard corpora, we also employed Google translator to translate the English side of the EJ corpus into Chinese, so as to construct a flawed CJ corpus. This flawed CJ corpus was used to enrich the original CJ corpus.
We used ICTCLAS (Zhang et al., 2003) to segment all Chinese corpora and standard Moses tokenizer to tokenize all English corpora. Mecab (Kudo 2006 ) was used to segment all Japanese corpora. We used GIZA++ to generate word alignment and training scripts in Moses to extract phrase pairs with maximum length 7. We employed Moses decoder to do translation with its default settings. We used Minimum Error Rate Training to tune the feature weights. SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) was employed to train a 5-gram language models with all Japanese corpus in CJ corpus and EJ corpus. Case insensitive BLEU4 was used to measure system quality.
Direct translation
We built a phrase-based Chinese-Japanese patent translation system on Chinese-Japanese corpus with Moses. As the training corpus only contained 105615 sentence pairs and most of them were rather short, the translation quality of the system was quite low, as shown in table 3. BLEU4 Direct translation 10.05 Table 3 : BLEU of direct translation system
The direct translation system had a low quality because of the lack of training data, as well as the data quality problem as the training sentences were extracted from patent title and abstract, which were quite short and contained limited words, while the test data was from main context of patent documents.
We compared system performance with this baseline system in terms of BLEU4 scores. The percentages in later tables are relative to the BLEU4 score of this direct translation system.
Corpus enrichment
We used Google translator to translate the English side of the English-Japanese corpus into Chinese, so that to construct a Chinese-Japanese corpus, to enrich training data in 4.1. The reason why we translated English side in EJ corpus into Chinese, but not English side in CE corpus into Japanese was that we believed translation quality was much better for E-C translation than E-J translation, so the corpus we got by translating English into Chinese would be of better quality. After filtering the corpus, we got 2846799 sentence pairs.
We added the new corpus into training data in 4.1 and trained another translation system. The translation quality of this new system was measured by BLEU4 as follows.
BLEU4
Corpus Enrichment-All 9.22 -8.26% Table 4 : BLEU of corpus enrichment strategy
To our disappointment, adding the entire corpus into the original training corpus did not improve system performance. Contrarily, BLEU4 decreased by 0.83. Still, this result was acceptable after we looked into the new corpus. Due to SMT system limit, the new corpus introduced in more noise than knowledge.
We ranked the sentences according to sentence value and added corpus step by step into original training corpus. Then we retrained the Moses system. The results are shown in As we added in more data, BLEU score improved slowly until it reached a peak point where we added in 500K sentence pairs. Then BLEU score decreased. Since we had ranked the sentences according to sentence value, we didn't test the rest sentences. We took this as the best result for corpus enrichment strategy.
sentence pivot translation strategy
We built two SMT systems for Chinese-English and English-Japanese translation with CE and EJ corpus respectively. Translation quality of these two systems was measured in terms of BLEU4 as shown in table 6.
BLEU4
Chinese-to-English 27.84 English-to-Japanese 31.85 Table 6 : BLEU of CE and EJ SMT system For Chinese-Japanese translation, we first used Chinese-English system to translate Chinese into English. Then we used English-Japanese system to translate English into Japanese. According to Utiyama and Isahara (2007) , the improvement of sentence pivot translation strategy with n = 15 is not significant compared to that with n = 1, so we kept 1 best translation for each sentence. The results are shown in table 7. BLEU4 9.91 -1.39% Table 7 : BLEU of sentence pivot translation strategy
As we can see from table 7, due to error accumulation, translation quality decreased a lot from BLEU4 10.05 to BLEU4 9.91. So sentence pivot translation strategy failed to improve translation quality in our experiments.
phrase pivot translation strategy
We trained two rule tables respectively on CE and EJ corpus. For each CE rule, we found the rule with the same English side in EJ rule table, and generated a new rule with C side of CE rule and J side of EJ rule. Each probability of the CJ rule was computed by minus the corresponding probabilities in CE rule and EJ rule, assuming these probabilities are independent. We kept 20 Japanese candidates for each Chinese phrase at most, and obtained a CJ rule table with 433276 rules.
We added these rules into the original rule table in direct translation system and retuned the system. The results are shown in table 8. BLEU4 phrase pivot 13.65 +35.82% Table 8 : BLEU of sentence pivot translation strategy
As we can see from table 8, introducing in more rules could obviously improve translation quality.
system combination
For each sentence in test set, we could get four different translation results from direct translation system and three pivot systems. We used sentence level system combination to get the final best translation. After system combination, the results are shown in table 9. BLEU4 System combination 14.30 +42.29% Table 9 : BLEU of system combination As we can see in table 9, system combination could improve translation quality significantly by 4.25 BLEU4 points compared to baseline 10.05. This is also the best result we could ever obtain. Figure 2 . main results of different systems Figure 2 shows the best machine translation performance of five different systems: baseline system, corpus enrichment system, sentence pivot translation system, phrase pivot translation system and a combined system. As we can see from Figure  2 , baseline system performs better that sentence pivot translation system, while corpus enrichment system surpasses baseline system. Phrase pivot translation system obtained better BLEU score than corpus enrichment system. The combined system beat all other systems and achieved the best result. Thus, Figure 2 indicates that pivot sentence > baseline > enrichment corpus > pivot phrase > comb system where > means the system at the left hand side of it performs better that the one at the right hand side.
Discussions and Analysis
The reason why corpus enrichment system and phrase pivot translation system surpassed baseline system was mainly because they introduced in more translation resources into baseline system. As phrase pivot translation system introduced in selected translation rules from all pivot corpora, while corpus enrichment system only introduced in limited selected sentences, phrase pivot translation system achieved a better result. Sentence pivot translation system failed to improve translation quality, as it didn't make use of the original CJ training data, but translated the sentences only with the CE and EJ data. Its performance was also influenced by accumulative error during translation. System combination overtook all other systems as it selected the best translation from these systems for each sentence. Figure 3 shows some translation examples of baseline system and system combination. As we can see from the examples, the results of system combination recognized more lexicons and achieved better translation quality.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we implemented three strategies (corpus enrichment, sentence pivot translation, phrase pivot translation) to make use of pivot languages to help statistical machine translation. We also introduced approaches to make these strategies practicable on large data set. MBR sentence level system combination was employed to further improve translation quality. We applied these strategies on Chinese to Japanese patent translation using English as a pivot language. The results showed that corpus enrichment and phrase pivot translation strategies both could improve SMT quality, while sentence pivot translation failed. After employing MBR sentence level system combination, we achieved significant improvement of SMT quality by 4.25 points in terms of BLEU. This is an absolute improvement over baseline.
Our future work would focus on exploiting pivot strategies on more advanced models (such as HPB model) to further improve Chinese-Japanese patent translation quality. Also, we would like to enhance our pivot strategies. We believe that phrase pivot translation strategy is quite promising and we would obtain more useful translation rules through phrase pivot strategy. Besides, we plan to collect more Chinese-Japanese patent corpus as the currently available corpus size is still too small. The corpus obtained would enrich the training data so as to help the learning process. We aim at high quality in Chinese-Japanese patent translation.
